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**Good Luck Harriers**

---

**'Little Mary Sunshine'**

By JEFF FORTE

"'Little Mary Sunshine'" is the name of the operetta, to be presented April 4 and 5 at 8 p.m., in the Rhodes Auditorium. The production represents the efforts of members of the Vocal Music Department, under the direction of Miss Rita Doherty, Head of the Drama Department. According to Miss Doherty, the operetta is essentially a satire of the sentimental, unrealistic musicals of the 1920's.

The "practice sessions are going well, no," states Miss Doherty.

---

**Operetta Will Be Presented April 4, 5**

**Talking Heads Committee, Evaluates School, Community** by GAYLE NEITHAMER

Polling students, talking to recent graduates, and interviewing agenciers who serve the Rhodes' area constitute some of the activities which the School and Community Committee of the North Central Association is engaged in, according to Mr. Herman Hann, chairman.

"Dropouts are up almost 50 per cent since the school became a 3-year high school in 1965," states Mr. Hann. "This year we had approximately 100 dropouts for various reasons."

He cites military service, lack of interest, marriage, and illness as the major reasons given for quitting school. Seniors were polled concerning their educational interests. Mr. Hann said that 34 percent polled indicated an intent to attend a 4-year college. Forty-five percent planed on some education after high school including attending a 2-year college, business college, or cosmetology school. Twenty-three percent are undecided about education after high school.

"Belating to the community and speaking strictly from the cultural point of view, this area is highly neglected in music and cultural activity," said Mr. Hann. "People just don't know there is anything available to them." The committee also studied the part that civic organizations such as Cleveland Hearing and Speech, Visiting Nurses, and service clubs such as Kewanis, play in the community.

---

**Band, Orchestra to Record Album, Features 'Bacchante,' Show Tunes** by LIZ PHILLIPS

Rhodes High Instrumental Department plans to record its third album on Thursday, March 28. The recording will be held after school in the Rhodes auditorium, according to Mr. Michael Zand, Instrumental Music Director.

"Rome's White and Blue March," and "Ippolito-Ivanov's "Professor of the Harp," will be featured on the album's record. A selection of "Bacchante," "Marche Slave," "Vaghe e Viresce" by Corelli, and "Sinfonia in D."

Highlights of the band's side of the album include selections from Mitch Leigh's "Mas de La Mancha," "Rome's White and Blue March," and "Ippolito-Ivanov's "Professor of the Harp." "THE BAND and orchestra selected numbers on the basis of their individual appeal as well as educational value," comments Mr. Zand.

Anyone wishing to purchase an album should contact Mr. Zand immediately. These recordings may be purchased for about $4.00 each.

---

**Seek Peace Treaty**

Rhodians Represent Yugoslavia by COLLEEN SUMMERS

Rhodians will begin Yugoslavians among the 14 members of the World Affairs Club attend the Model United Nations Assembly at Lakewood High School on Saturday, March 30.

"Area high school students, as delegates, will attempt to formulate a peace treaty that will end the war between Israel and her Arab neighbors," explains Miss Betty Naff, club advisor.

IN THE MORNING session, resolutions pertinent to the treaty will be debated in 14 committees. One resolution from each committee will be presented in the General Assembly, from 2 to 4 p.m., and the final treaty will be drafted.

"During both meetings," comments Elizabeth Werle, vice president, "debate will probably be the most intense between the Israeli and Arab delegations."

ST. IGNAITUS HIGH and Lourdes Academy will jointly represent Israel while Hoban Dominican, Marymount, and Orange High Schools will make up the Arab delegations of the United Arab Republics, Syria, and Jordan respectively.

As preparations, members have been attending meetings with the Cleveland Junior Council on World Affairs, sponsor of the Model U.N.

---

**Inspector Rademacher Cites Juvenile Crime**

By JOE SIMONE

The vast majority of our kids are good people, but the public only hears about the small minority, the bad apples, who give the remaining teenagers a bad name," cites Inspector Gerald Rademaker, of the Second District Police Station.

Mr. Rademaker points out that things that teens do in their day and that there is nothing wrong with today's youth.

"JUVENILE CRIME is growing at a much faster rate in the suburbs than in the city," comments the Inspector, "partially because today's parents are lenient in rules as they reflect to the depression when they were children."

Mr. Rademaker remarks that there is an 11 p.m. curfew for 16-year-olds and under and there is no limit for 17 and 18 year olds.

"If we were to pick up every teen on the streets after 11:30, we would have the police station filled. Besides, would you like to go to your Prom with your kids," he asks.

THE SECOND DISTRICT, in which Inspector Rademaker is in command, has the second lowest crime rate in all Cleveland. Auto theft seems to be the major crime in the Second District with 151 last year.

Inspector Rademaker points out that most major crimes today are committed by previous juvenile delinquents. A reason for this is the insufficient curfew andfailure to rehabilitate juveniles.

"Many juvenile delinquents are children of working parents or broken homes," he states.

---

**PTA to Learn About Educational Development**

By RICKI WERLE

The intensive study program offered by the Educational Development Center will be the topic of discussion at the March meeting to be held at Rhodes on Thursday.

A student's grade average in college can be significantly affected within a matter of weeks. The ten-week program designed by the Center is intended to help interested college students possessing adequate potential who have experienced serious academic difficulty.

BEFORE PARTICIPATING in this program, the student is given a thorough diagnostic test. This test attempts to define individual problems through a series of personal interviews and an evaluation of previous academic records.

The eight-hour-a-day program is adjusted to fit individual needs. These needs are usually in areas of language ability, reading development, and reading comprehension.

"THIS COURSE will help interested and indutious students to establish meaningful vocational and academic goals," comments Mrs. Edna Barck, President of Rhodes PTA.

Additional information concerning the program is available by writing the Center, which is located at 23 Adelbert Street in Berea, Ohio.

---

**Ram Flashes**

**Report Cards**

Today is the last day of the first marking period. Students will carry their report cards with them to each of their classes next Tuesday.

---

**T. B. Tests**

Tuberculin Tests will be given next Thursday. Faculty members will receive their tests between 7:30 and 8:30 a.m., while seniors will be tested from 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. The readings will be taken at the same time on Thursday, March 28.

---

**Student Council**

A Student Council meeting will be held fourth period on Monday, March 25.

---

**Flower Power" to Defray 12A Activities Costs**

"Flower Power" will be the theme for the 12A Class and Yearbook Dance, to be held Friday, March 29, from 8 to 11 p.m. in the Rhodes gym. Proceeds from the dance will help defray the cost of senior activities and yearbook production. Tickets will cost $2.25 per person and $2.00 per couple.

"I HOPE THERE will be a large turnout in support of the senior class," comments Jeff Gillar, senior class president.

As preparations, members have been attending meetings with the Cleveland Junior Council on World Affairs, sponsor of the Model U.N.

"The Rising Sun" will provide the music and crepe paper flowers will provide the decoration. Refreshments will be sold and door prizes will be awarded.

"IT'S GOING to be the greatest spring bash this school has ever seen," exclaims Pat Lehman, Yearbook editor. "We're going to try to make it something nobody will ever forget."
School Pride Swells for Team

On behalf of the faculty and student body, The Rhodes Review takes pride in congratulating the 1967-68 Rhodes basketball team on its season.

The team's trip to the Arena for the Consolation Game, an unbeaten record in Baldwin-Wallace, and Runners-Up in the AA Conference championship, brought the school three trophies and a reputation to be remembered for a long while. In addition, the Runners-Up in the top 22 teams of 437, in the state of Ohio, and out of the 9 West Senate teams competing, they were the last to bow out.

Booster Backing?

Wake up sleeping Boosters; not the loyal fans who faithfully show up at every sports event, but the so-called members of the Rhodes Student Boosters Club.

The importance the large attendance had at the tournament games last season has already been mentioned. Were these once so loyal fans at the first tournament games that they suddenly appeared right behind Paul Revore on his horse during his midnight ride, what would you do?

Says Bob Dolak, American History teacher:
"I'd direct him to the nearest pharmacy to buy liniment for my saddle sores."

Diana Fields, 11A: "I'd tell him to get off so I can take over."

Sue Brunn, 11A: "I'd try to out yell him."

Jim Hess, 11A: "I'd police because he's too tall hitting me in the face."

Cindy Metzger, 12A: "I'd hold on to the horse's tail so I don't fall off."

Karen Kwakasis, 11A: "One if by land, two if by sea, I wonder what Paul Revore's wife thinks of me?"

Miss Isabel Kulick, English teacher: "Carry the lanterns."

Janet Paul, 11A: "I'd pull his pony tail."

Sandy Ratti, 11A: "Hey Paul, take me where the action is!"

Garry Parker, 12A: "I'd ask him if his horse could pull a hoopoe."

Betty Sikors, 11A: "I'd ask him if he's trying to dodge the draft, too."

Delfe Paul, 11A: "Fasten my seat belt."

Karen Zielinski, 12A: "I'd ask him to show me his driver's license."

Kathy Yunick, 12A: "I'd tell him to join the Boosters."

Dennis Williams, 11A: "I'd put it in first gear and head for California."

Karen Steinerbrunner, 11A: "I'd remind him of the 1180."

Libby Mares, 11A: "I'd give him my history book.

The Roving Pollster

Paul Revore Rides Again With Rhodesians

By PAT BOHRER

If you had a chance to experience going through town on a college and you suddenly appeared right behind Paul Revore on his horse during his midnight ride, what would you do?

Says Bob Dolak, American History teacher:
"I'd direct him to the nearest pharmacy to buy liniment for my saddle sores."

Diana Fields, 11A: "I'd tell him to get off so I can take over."

Sue Brunn, 11A: "I'd try to out yell him."

Jim Hess, 11A: "I'd police because he's too tall hitting me in the face."

Cindy Metzger, 12A: "I'd hold on to the horse's tail so I don't fall off."

Karen Kwakasis, 11A: "One if by land, two if by sea, I wonder what Paul Revore's wife thinks of me?"

Miss Isabel Kulick, English teacher: "Carry the lanterns."

Janet Paul, 11A: "I'd pull his pony tail."

Sandy Ratti, 11A: "Hey Paul, take me where the action is!"

Garry Parker, 12A: "I'd ask him if his horse could pull a hoopoe."

Betty Sikors, 11A: "I'd ask him if he's trying to dodge the draft, too."

Delfe Paul, 11A: "Fasten my seat belt."

Karen Zielinski, 12A: "I'd ask him to show me his driver's license."

Kathy Yunick, 12A: "I'd tell him to join the Boosters."

Dennis Williams, 11A: "I'd put it in first gear and head for California."

Karen Steinerbrunner, 11A: "I'd remind him of the 1180."

Libby Mares, 11A: "I'd give him my history book.

Wak up sleeping Boosters and again arous that spirit that dwelt in '67.

At Bookstand

Cliff's Notes for Sale

By CHRIS LUCKY

Whoever heard of a school's English Department selling Cliff's Notes? Well, here at Rhodes the situation at the paperback book-stand is exactly that. As a matter of fact, these $1.00 study guides are available in over ten popular titles.

"One should get assistance wherever he can," says Mr. Hubert Volkman, English Department Chairman and in charge of the stand. "We send the student to the Dictionary, we send him to the encyclopedia, why not send him to Cliff's Notes? Students want to see every source available."

Besides the Cliff's Notes, the stand stocks science fiction, science fiction, romances, mysteries, and many Gothic novels. Also, books for use in English classes are available there.

"The store grosses over $300 yearly," states Mr. Folkman. "Of this, the student gets back $1.00 profit. All the books at the stand are paid for and are school property."

The books at the stand are located during their free periods are Donna Gunadzev, Peggy Wood, Steve Hornick, Charles Moerberg, Benjamin Kalt, and Patricia Aiden Anderson.

The stand is located on the second floor and, appropriately, directly across from the school book store. Students can visit the stand during study hall or lunch, from third to ninth period.

These were some of the goals achieved through the ability of the team and their coach, Mr. Andy Moran. Sports this season made each one of the students as proud of the team as any one could be.

WERE THE KIDS FROM RHODES HIGH AND NO ONE CAN BE PROUDER!

Hi Rhodesians and welcome to the St. Patrick's Day issue of the Rhodes Review, chock full of shamrocks and leprechauns.

CONGRATULATIONS... to Linda Weng, 12A, recipient of a merit award certificate and a $25 check for excellence in bookkeeping.... Bonnie Foul, 12A, in the 1968 King and Queen of Smiles Contest sponsored by the Student Dental Society.... Chris Kambourou, 12A, and the "U.S. Male" for winning the National Battle of the Bands Contest in Hollywood last month.... Ken Zeller, 12B, and Robert Polos, 12A, who won the Martha Holden Jennings High School Computer Mathematics Scholarship.... Brenda Amos, 11A, won a trip to Arkansas, but she doesn't know what to do with the $1000 she was awarded.... ALUMNI NEWS... Kelly Nancy, June '65, won first place in a persuasive speaking contest for her individual Enthusiasm Event Tournament.... Frank Baumholz, June '64, received his acceptance to the Ohio State University and Carolyn Krail, June '62, is now studying at the Goethe Institute, where are you, goyim?

BREWELL TACTICS... were employed by Jim Heyrony, 11A, varsity basketball player, who managed to sell all the migration tickets. What was it Jim, your smile or did you twist their arms?

TV, VIEWING... included Jeff Gillar, 12A, and Laurie Zielinski, 12A, when they appeared on March 3 on "Young World" and spoke on sex education in public schools. Well, well, well.

SPECIAL RECOGNITION... to Doug Wrigth, 12A, who received Congressman VanZandt's principle nomination to the Naval Academy, and Jeff Schal, 12A, for being the third alternate.... Chris Ulicky, 12A, has been accepted to Brown University as a National Scholar.... Mr. Schal, Mr. Wrigth, and the Rhodes String Ensemble who played at the Student Teacher Luncheon on February 27, at the Country Club.

DOES ANYONE KNOW... if Mr. Herman Hazard is your new recording, really called a rooster on the first floor?

EXCERPTS FROM "LETTERS TO THE EDITORS"... Students should be allowed to go to McDonald's on a lunch period.... why is the sky blue?.... a smoking room for students at the annual spring events.... fix the first floor boy's lavatory too much noise at rallies.

Madame Plewa Notices Many Differences, Bicycle Traffic Much Greater in France

By PAT POST

"Americans are different," states Madame Marie-Cristine Pietrows, who recently moved to the United States from France. She was visiting the classes of Mrs Ruth Orban, French teacher, who she met while Miss Orban was visiting France.

While contrasting schools, Madame Plewa notes that French children start school by the third and discipline is much more strict.

"At the age of eleven, all students take a government exam, which determines not only whether they will go to college," says the native of Orleans, France. "Our schools are less social, which is good for school music, music organizations, or athletic teams."

French teens dress similar to American teens, but Madame Plewa notes that French women take greater pride in their appearance. One would never wear slacks or have her hair set in poodle.

"The legal driving age is 18," she says, "it's almost everything is closed, French teens walk, ride bicycles, or take the bus."

France has few department stores. Instead they have little shops that sell only one type of article.

"There are of higher quality in France," adds Madame Plewa, "In America we have to pay a much higher price for the same quality you buy in France."

What is her favorite food? French Fries, of course!
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**Claudia, Meet Claudia Miles Separate These Two**

BY ALICE JOHNSON

"I can see for Miles and Myles are the popular song lyrics. Would you believe, I can see for Claudia Miles and Claudia Miles?"

Both girls are 1A's here at Rhode, but are in different homerooms to cut down on the confusion that might arise if they were both in the same homeroom. The only class they have together is gym class.

Their names were both changed from the longer versions of Myllie and Mikkie to Miles and Mylee in several generations back.

**CLAUDIA MYLES** was born December 17 in Lakewood Hospital and Claudia Miles December 24 in Luthern Hospital. Their parents did not know each other at the time of their birth and in fact the two Claudias did not meet until Claudia Miles transferred from Lincoln in September 1967.

"We both like to dance and go to the Pudlo dances all the time," said Claudia Miles. Not only do they enjoy listening to and dancing to music but they both enjoy playing in the band. Claudia Miles plays the organ and

**Ram Rod**

**School Welcomes Dr. Ernest May**

By PEGGY JOHNS

"It is a very impressive school system. I'm really struck by the vigor, the imagination, and the optimism of the teachers with whom I've had a chance to talk."

This was the comment of Dr. Ernest R. May, noted scholar, historian, and author, regarding the Cleveland Public Schools. The Visiting Scholar spoke to members of history classes and faculty here on February 28 and at the Advanced Placement History Breakfast the following day at the Sheraton Cleveland Hotel.

Informally addressing the A.P. American History class, Dr. May described the circumstances, issues, and historical interpretations surrounding the Spanish-American War. He also compared U.S. intervention in Cuba with today's involvement in Vietnam.

He spoke to both Honors American History classes and guests at the breakfast on the President's role as commander-in-chief. In these talks, Dr. May examined the original delegation of this power in the Constitution and related it to the varying uses of the role throughout history up to the present time.

**Miles Separate These Two**

**NEW CLASS RING SIMULATIONS • NEW STORE SELECTION • NEW DISPLAY COME IN TODAY!**

**PIECK JEWELRY. CO.**

**DIAMONDS • WATCHES**

2434 PEARL ROAD (Opp. Deaconess Hospital)
Cleveland, Ohio 44109
Cagers Finish in Top 32 Teams in State

Rams Keep B-W Sectional Title, Drop District to King, 56-54

BY MIKE MAYO

Everything seemed to be going for the Rams Saturday. The team has had the top driver who seemingly had brought them back previously. The Rams were their white uniform, the ones they had never lost in, and many students sat in the seats where they thought they would go. But they were good. Everything was going for the Rams into the Bucksies Conference Jinx which worked in 1964, 67, and again this year. In the former two cases, Ram teams lost to LaFayette in the last, to Lorain Admiral King in overtime, 56-54.

"THEIR FOUL SHOTS BEAT US." How often during the season this was said by the Rams' 17 losing opponents. However, this time, the Rams were ousted by their foes 87-65 in the first half, tallying 51% to the Admiral's 31 from the floor. Leading Ram scorers were John Neale with 25, and Brian Roggenbuck with 30 points.

The Rams thrilled the fans with a heart-thumping overtime game against Bay Village and came out on top, 53-49. Victory over the Royals (802) history, next to the Arena game of 1964," said Coach Andy Moran, whose team was matched against a taller Bay squad. "As an all-out team effort, no one individual was responsible for the victory."

At one time, the Rams were trailing by eight points, Ken Vanya’s (not pictured) in the third quarter sparked the team. Kocan’s tip-in plus his four points in the overtime period boosted Rhodes over the 90.

Leading scorers for the victors were Kopanin, Roggenbuck and Vanya with 16, 11, and 9 points, respectively.

Rhode Island State champions once again, beating Wyshmarsh, 31-47, for that crown at Baldwin-Wallace. They now take their best of three games to Ohio in 100 of the competition. While being the last of the three Senate team to bow out, they compiled a record of 17-3.

City Title Is Goal For Ram Bowlers

Boys’ bowling teams have only four weeks remaining to raise their averages. At the end of this time, Rhodes will enter the All-State playoffs with other Cleveland area schools.

The ten Ram teams, of four keggers each, compete on Tuesdays from 5:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at Bowtolhwine lanes on Broadview. Leading all teams are the Long Beachmen, led by captains Jeff Schill, while the Stratons and Spares, with Bob Delato at the helm, are in second.

Delato leads all bowlers with a 167 average. His high series is 507 in which he won 196 3. He has a chance to go to Everie Lanes on Lanes Superior as one of the top five bowlers along with the top team which will represent the city in the championship competition.

The program is "coached at" by Mr. Bob Steely with help from Dave Bily, 11A.

Ram Coach Zickes Expects Tight Finish in West Division

By BILL SPERRY

Beware of the Ides of March!

And to Dwight Johnson who was state quarterback in the championship game of the year in 1966, running for East Tech, "say hello to Coach Zickes!"

TODAY JAY JOHNSON will be out to challenge Dwight Johnson and the rest of the team. The Rams may have a tough time against the Zickes brothers who are out to prove that they are not the team that let them down last year.

Rams at 50.3 seconds as the Ram Truckmen journey to the Arena for the 32nd annual Arena Indoor meet. Johnstone has already run this distance with a blazing 23.2 seconds against Mansfield. The preliminaries for the meet are scheduled for 6:30 p.m. with finals at 8:00.

"We are in the running for a state championship," said Head Track Coach James Zickes.

Coach Zickes claims Marshall to be the greatest threat to the team’s appearance in the Arena’s West Division. The team should capture one of the top three places at the meet, according to Coach Zickes.

Last Friday, the barriers captured the Annual State Subway Meet from Senate, West Tech, St. Ignatius, and West High. The Mile Relay team starred, breaking another school record in 2:48.1. Members of the team include: Jay Johnson, Jim Giovannoli, Dave Kupesic, and Bob Kostner.

Jay Johnson furthered his string of records with a 2:02.6 in the half mile running against the Linchens on March 3. One time State Mile Champion Steve Kerlach held the previous Ram record of 2:05.6.

ON MARCH 1, the mile relay team captured 6th place at the Annual K of C Track meet held in the Arena. Members of that team include: Jay Johnson, Jerry Wilson, Dave Kupesic, and Rick Kazimer.

The Harriers downed West High on February 27 by capturing all but one first. Distancemen Mike Grunkowski, Bryan Speary and David Beverly captured the top three places in the DASHMEN RON DEAN and Tom Franzer captured places 1 and 2 in the 80-yard dash while senior speedster Brian Cramers captured first in the half. Half Putter Jeff Griffith added further points to the tally with a high of 441646."

Rhodes averaged last year’s deficit with a victory over Mansfield, 65 to 29.

Gym Shorts

By BETTIE BAUMHOLTZ

Seventy-five girls have entered the Real Shooting contest since its start three weeks ago. Finals will be held next week. The six best foul-shooters will show their skills during the halftime of the All-State game.

Tryouts for the All-Star team will be held next Thursday. All girls interested, try to get those tickets. For those who make the team, there will be practices every night.

March 23 will begin the sale of All-Star Basketball game tickets by Girls Leaders and team members. The game will be April 9 in the boys’ gym. The money made on ticket sales will be used for Girls’ Athletic Awards.

"Let’s Go A Ramblin’"

By HARRY MARANTIDES

Three weeks of dealing, Rams basketball coach Andy Moran is pulling along a strong fourth place in the Plain Dealer’s Favorite Coach Contest.

Leading the competition is Larry Chernamnuk, West Tech cage coach. The prize for the winning coach is $1,000, a trophy, and public recognition through the pages of the PD. The runners-up will receive a trophy and a DDW recognition.

Deadline for the contest is Monday, 6 p.m. Once again, Rhodes High, your support is needed to back this drive.

Congratulations to Mike Fait, Ram coach who was named at 112 this year. He was named to the PD’s All-West Senate Wrestling Team. Also gaining recognition were 16 Senate players were members of the basketball team, senior Jim Kopanin and junior, John Neale.

With only 16 teams in the state, this Review reporter will take a stab in predicting a state crown for the Panthers from Euclid. Establishing themselves as District Champions with a convincing 66-61 verdict over Cleveland East last Saturday, Euclid is in the running for the state title.

Let’s Get ACTIVE WITH THE ADULT BOOERS CLUB OF RHODES

A large number of the financial and moral support of the Rhodes athletic teams is a result of the efforts of the Adult Boosters Club. The membership is strong, the meetings are held on a regular basis.

JOIN NOW . . . BE A PART OF THIS VITAL ORGANIZATION

YEARLY DUES: $3.00 per family

Hal Hume, Pres.; Nick Loppe, Vice Pres.; Martha Blum, Sec.; Earl Roggenbuck, Treas.

Contact — LAVERNE PRINZER, Membership Chairman — 741-9358

Sauer’s Funeral Homes

4801 Memphis Ave. 351-4625

5303Sterer Ave. 631-1563